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ObjectiveObjective

To use a computer based presentation To use a computer based presentation 
to demonstrate the development of a prospect to demonstrate the development of a prospect 

((Outcrop to Subsurface, Business through Technology)Outcrop to Subsurface, Business through Technology)

MethodologyMethodology

Simple scanning techniques and creation of computer generatedSimple scanning techniques and creation of computer generated
graphics to clearly show the relationships among the variousgraphics to clearly show the relationships among the various

data sets to make the presentation of the prospectdata sets to make the presentation of the prospect
efficient and effectiveefficient and effective



The Crossroads Prospect The Crossroads Prospect 
is located in the northern is located in the northern 
portion of Railroad Valley,portion of Railroad Valley,
Nevada.Nevada. As of last year As of last year 

(2000 AD), over 41 million(2000 AD), over 41 million
barrels of oil have beenbarrels of oil have been
produced from Railroadproduced from Railroad

Valley.Valley.

Prospect LocationProspect Location



In Railroad Valley,In Railroad Valley,
the primarythe primary

reservoirs arereservoirs are
PaleozoicPaleozoic

slide blocks inslide blocks in
the Valley Fill, thethe Valley Fill, the

Garrett Ranch Fm.,Garrett Ranch Fm.,
the Sheep Pass Fm.,the Sheep Pass Fm.,

and the Devonianand the Devonian
limestoneslimestones &&

dolomites.  Thedolomites.  The
welded tuffs andwelded tuffs and
unconformities unconformities 
act as seals andact as seals and

the the shales shales ofof
the Sheep Pass Fm.the Sheep Pass Fm.

and Chainmanand Chainman
are the primaryare the primary
source rocks.source rocks.





The The 
CrossroadsCrossroads
Prospects:Prospects:

Prospect BProspect B
R57E, T10NR57E, T10N

Sec. 13,14, 23,Sec. 13,14, 23,
& 24& 24

andand

Prospect AProspect A
R58E, T10NR58E, T10N
Sec. 30, 31,Sec. 30, 31,

& 32& 32



Areas of Areas of 
stunted sagestunted sage
((Artemisisa Artemisisa 
tridentatatridentata))

and saltbushand saltbush
((AtriplexAtriplex

canescenscanescens))
first attractedfirst attracted
Willis to theWillis to the
area in 1990area in 1990



Another interestingAnother interesting
phenomenon,phenomenon,

noticed by Willisnoticed by Willis
in thein the

stunted sagestunted sage
and saltbush areas,and saltbush areas,

was the absencewas the absence
of the numerous of the numerous 

anthills that dottedanthills that dotted
other portions ofother portions of

the valleythe valley



EarthSat hadEarthSat had
a structurala structural

interpretationinterpretation
(done in 1990)(done in 1990)
that supportedthat supported

WillisWillis’’ss
observationsobservations



Our first stepOur first step
was to studywas to study
the logs fromthe logs from
nearby wells nearby wells 
and draw aand draw a

crosscross--sectionsection



Adequate Adequate 
source,source,

seal, andseal, and
reservoir reservoir 
rock wererock were

evident andevident and
4 of the 7 4 of the 7 

wells eitherwells either
producedproduced
oil or hadoil or had
significantsignificant

showsshows



A soil gas A soil gas 
geochemical studygeochemical study

performed by Explorationperformed by Exploration
Technologies, Inc. showedTechnologies, Inc. showed
a methane anomaly higha methane anomaly high

over Prospect Bover Prospect B



A propane anomaly high wasA propane anomaly high was
also noted over this also noted over this 

prospectprospect



There was an excellent correlation between the seismicThere was an excellent correlation between the seismic
and gravity data and EarthSatand gravity data and EarthSat’’s structural interpretations structural interpretation



In the Crossroads Prospect B:In the Crossroads Prospect B:
1) The area is up1) The area is up--dip from a dip from a 

known generating sourceknown generating source
2) Gravity, seismic, and Landsat2) Gravity, seismic, and Landsat

structures are mutually structures are mutually 
supportivesupportive

3) The area is located between 3) The area is located between 
the Currant and Marathonthe Currant and Marathon
Silver Spring wells which bothSilver Spring wells which both
had oil and had good source,had oil and had good source,
reservoir, and seal rocksreservoir, and seal rocks

4) The Current well was a4) The Current well was a
producer and had mechanicalproducer and had mechanical
problemsproblems

5) The Marathon well may have 5) The Marathon well may have 
been a producer with todaybeen a producer with today’’s s 
techniquestechniques



In the Crossroads Prospect A:In the Crossroads Prospect A:
1)1) The area is upThe area is up--dip from thedip from the

Pennington PanPennington Pan--Am andAm and
Northwest Pipe #2 wellsNorthwest Pipe #2 wells
which both had good showswhich both had good shows
and appear to have the and appear to have the 
requisite section    requisite section    

2)2) Gravity and Landsat structures Gravity and Landsat structures 
are mutually supportiveare mutually supportive

3)3) The area is located over andThe area is located over and
adjacent to a gravity high soadjacent to a gravity high so
a slide block play may bea slide block play may be
very applicable very applicable 



These findings haveThese findings have
led to the selectionled to the selection
of five potential drillof five potential drill
sites in Prospect Bsites in Prospect B



And one potentialAnd one potential
drill site in Prospectdrill site in Prospect

AA



ConclusionConclusion

The Crossroads Prospect has many attributesThe Crossroads Prospect has many attributes
that make it an attractive exploration prospect including:that make it an attractive exploration prospect including:

1)1) Location in a productive basinLocation in a productive basin
2) Adequate source, seal, & reservoir rocks2) Adequate source, seal, & reservoir rocks

3) Sage, saltbush, and ant hill anomalies3) Sage, saltbush, and ant hill anomalies
4) Good correlation between surface & subsurface features4) Good correlation between surface & subsurface features

5) Anomalous soil gas concentrations5) Anomalous soil gas concentrations
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